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Abstract
We are currently witnessing the emergence of two important trends in wireless networks,
namely the increased usage of Internet like applications, many of them which are delay
tolerant, and cognitive radio techniques. In this paper, the focus is on how to capitalize the
delay tolerance of various applications (such as email, Peer to Peer networks, social
networking & operating system updates and file transfers to mention just a few) to reduce the
energy consumption in cognitive networks. Since it becomes feasible to estimate the Primary
Users (PU) connections for the Secondary Users (SU) by contacting a trusted database
containing the information of PU traffic, a scheme is proposed that explicitly utilize the
distribution of SU traffic loads to provide load-balancing. By modeling the problem under
investigation as an M/M/K/L queuing system, the performance of the SUs competition is
analyzed under various traffic blocking thresholds and queuing delays. To this end, by
optimizing the frequency channel utilization, the number of SU connection that can be
accommodated simultaneously is derived. A wide set of numerical investigations reveal how
message transmission delays and the use of available white spaces can reduce the energy
consumption without affecting PU traffic.
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1. Introduction
Spectrum is a fundamental resource in wireless networks since achievable data rates are
linearly dependent on the available spectrum in use. It is widely acknowledged that the
utilization of the spectrum can be deemed a sparse and shows significant spatio-temporal
variations. Exploiting these spectrum white spaces, as they are called, has been the focus of
Cognitive Radios (CRs). CR networks encompass essentially two core functionalities, namely,
spectrum sensing and spectrum management [1]. Spectrum sensing functionalities are
responsible to detect unused spectrum and a plethora of different methods have been
considered to do so which can be broadly taxonomized in cooperative and non-cooperative
techniques reflecting whether the detection is taking place by the node itself or by utilizing
other nodes in the network. Spectrum management on the other hand can be considered as the
decision engine (mode of operation and parameters that will be used for transmission) on how
to optimize the use of spectrum based on the information available from the spectrum sensing
functionalities.
In essence, CR networks pose the potential of improving spectrum efficiency by allowing
the low-priority SUs to temporarily seek the wireless spectrum that is licensed to different
organizations (PUs) [2]. As soon as the PUs emerge in the frequency channels, the SUs must
vacate the licensed bands. The SU connections would be interrupted by the stochastic nature
of the PU traffic. Consequently, the SUs should firstly estimate the channel availability by
probability analysis based on PUs’ historical traffic information or spectrum sensing. A
common technique for channel estimation has been to analyze the PU traffic characteristic
from available long-term observations/statistics [3]. In [4], authors design optimal sensing
strategies via a model assuming that the PU transmissions are unslotted as a continuous-time
Markov chain while the SUs are slotted to sense the frequency channels. On this basis, Noh et
al. propose a stochastic multichannel sensing scheme based on traffic information and
sensing history [5]. We assume that the SUs can achieve perfect channel estimation about the
PU connections from the Base Station (BS) or other wireless providers. In accordance with
the information of channel utilization, SU connections can decide which frequency channels
are available to utilize without deteriorating the quality of the PU connections.
Queuing theory is a natural mathematical tool to analyze system performance by
considering stochastic arrivals and departures as is the case in wireless networks. As such,
queuing theory has been applied in significant volume of research efforts within CR literature.
In [6], by considering a two-dimensional M/M/N/N queue, the authors have derived the mean
number of the PUs and SUs with their blocking probabilities respectively. However, they
focused merely on the situation where the SU connections would be immediately dropped if
all frequency channels are occupied by PUs in Secondary Users Cleared (SUC) mode, and
the situation that the PU and SU connections have equal priority in Secondary User Equality
(SUE) mode. In our model, we assume that there are M/M/K/L queue systems for the SU
connection, in which the SU message could be buffered. A preemptive priority queuing
system has been utilized to analyze the mean system dwelling time of the SU traffic and the
blocking probability for real-time SU connections [7]. In [8], the authors analyze the queue
lengths and average queuing delay of the SUs based on Poisson distribution of the SUs. In [9],
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a Dynamic Strategy Learning (DSL) algorithm relied on the priority queuing systems
including the SUs and the PUs is proposed for the delay-sensitive multimedia applications in
order to maximize the user’s utility function.
Considering that an increasing number of countries are now permitting operation of
cognitive radio systems in the vacant terrestrial analog TV transmission - TV White Space
(TVWS), it will create new possibilities to provide better wireless broadband and multimedia
services [10]. When the SUs are using 3G cellular networks within the coverage of a TVWS
master, it is possible that the SUs would prefer the TVWS connection over the cellular
networks in terms of cost, RF coverage, capabilities, and overall Quality of Service. The SU
connection can utilize the means as sensing or contacting a trusted geospatial database that
records the information regarding PUs occupation with a specific location and time duration,
prior to message transmission, to determine available spectrum at a given location [11].
Moreover, when the SUs are vehicular users, they may want to build the connectivity to
another wireless node in peer-to-peer or ad-hoc networks. In this scenario, to predict the
future location and the path of mobility of wireless nodes is another challenging issue in the
so-called White-Fi networks.
In our context, in order to capitalize the delay tolerance of applications, we develop a
theoretical framework for energy efficiency schemes that can maximize spectrum utilization
and SU throughput. Our approach relies on Adaptive Modulation and Coding (AMC) to
dynamically change the modulation and coding scheme. Once the mobile devices are
equipped with a dual or multi mode antenna that is connected to 3G and other networks like
TVWS, the SUs could switch between these networks to seek and use any licensed spectrum
bands as long as they do not cause interference to the PUs. By considering the distribution of
the SU traffic load and PU connection that would be emerging stochastically, the CR system
will contact a trusted database for historical information about PU traffic at a specific location
and time duration so as to estimate the probability for the SU connections. Based on the
estimation of PU traffic within a specialized relatively long-term duration, and the analysis of
probabilities for vacant channels and time slots, an M/M/K/L queuing system is devised to
estimate the SU traffic capability that the system can serve simultaneously. By considering an
M/M/K/L queue where SU message compete for K frequency channels in N concentric rings
with different modulation and coding schemes within the BS coverage, the traffic of the SUs
can be inputted to the queue for the SU connections. If the number of SUs is large, the input
traffic of the virtual queue can be modeled as a Poisson process, where L is the finite number
of waiting positions for each queue. Finally, for the delay-tolerant applications, we
recommend the system to delay the message transmission to an area close to the BS, thereby
maximizing the throughput potential whilst reducing the overall energy cost of message
transmission under several constraints.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the related work on spectrum
selection schemes and queuing models in CR are summarized. Section III defines the model
of energy consumption over cellular networks, and formulates the optimal SU connection
approximation in the queuing system of CR networks. Section IV presents numerical
investigations and analysis of optimal transmission schemes. Finally, we conclude the work
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in Section V.
2. Related Work
2.1 Delay Tolerant Networks
Significant volume of research efforts have been placed on energy efficient data
transmission for delay tolerant applications, especially looking at the trade-offs between
transmission cost and delay tolerance over wireless networks [12] [13] [14] [15]. The work in
[12] deals with the problem of packet scheduling with deadlines within a pre-defined time
window [0, T). Based on that, the authors in [16] explore the energy-efficient packet
transmission with individual packet delay constraints, in which a trade-off between flexible
energy and delay is analyzed under various individual packet delay constraints and bandwidth
efficiencies.
In [13], the authors consider a delay constraint for each packet and reveal the relationship
between reliable transmission rate and QoS requirements, while a dynamic programming
based algorithm is introduced to acquire throughput maximization and energy minimization
according to different channel qualities of a fading channel with time constraints [14]. The
work in [15] further investigates the problem of energy-delay trade-offs under dynamic traffic
loads and user populations. The target-set selection problem has been studied in the emerging
Mobile Social Networks for traffic offloading by delaying the delivery [17]. In [18], a
framework is proposed to investigate the trade-off between the amount of offloaded traffic
and the users’ delay tolerance over a 3G network.
2.2 Channel Selection
There have been several prior works on dynamic spectrum access, especially channel
selection schemes. In [19], a dynamic protocol is introduced for dynamic spectrum allocation
(DSA) with load balancing for SUs. They assume that the PU traffic detection and SU
connections blocking in these channels from the allocation game has been solved already,
therefore they just focus on the load balancing of SU traffic. Their algorithms are modeled as
a so-called balls and bins problem of congestion game, where balls representing the CRs are
assigned to several bins representing physical channels of the radio spectrum and SUs may
reassign its load in a round based fashion dynamically. The system can rapidly converge
towards an approximately balanced state in which all CRs will sustain cost below a certain
threshold parameter.
In [20], authors propose an effective spectrum decision scheme, which can evenly
distribute the traffic load of SU connections to multiple channels, thereby reducing the
average overall system time compared to the non-loadbalancing scheme. They discuss two
kinds of spectrum decision schemes: one is sensing-based with the objective to determine the
optimal sensed number of candidate channels for channel selection, the other is
probability-based that take the traffic statistics of both PUs and SUs. In [21], the authors
design a minimum collision rate algorithm and minimum handoff rate algorithm to maximize
spectrum holes utilization of the PU channels for optimal SU throughput on the basis of
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satisfying constraints of collision tolerable level of PU channels. These two channel selection
schemes are based on spectrum holes prediction from past observations. In [22], a
opportunistic channel selection scheme is proposed with the aid of statistical traffic pattern of
PU channels and traffic prediction techniques. According to the long-term statistical
probability of each channel appearing idle in the next time slot, SU will firstly sense the
channel with the highest average probability of being idle. Likewise, a channel selection
method has been devised in [23] to analyze the most probable unoccupied channels for SU
traffic. When a database receives a SU query for an unoccupied channel, it will deliver stored
historical information about channel availability. The database searches the channels that
have been unoccupied at previous days from that time slot to some time to future, while it
ensures noise levels of the most probably vacant channels is lower than a threshold.
In [24], in order to achieve better channel utilization, SUs need to make a decision at
each time slot to access if the current achievable throughput can be improved by utilizing
another physical channel based on channel sensing and estimation. This channel exploitation
problem can be modeled as a finite-horizon optimal stopping problem between the expected
increasing data rate of SU and channel sensing cost.
2.3 Queuing Theory in CR
Many different facets of queuing theory have been utilized in the CR literature to analyze
the different priorities schemes for PU and SU traffic. In [25], a slotted transmission system
and an infinite queue are assumed for both PU and SU traffic. SUs sense the channels in each
slot, and transmit a packet from the corresponding queue if detecting an idle time slot. In this
context, SU link has been considered as a “transparent” relay for the PU traffic, if it does not
affect the stability of the PU queue. In [26], the preemptive resume priority (PRP) M/G/1
queuing network model is developed to characterize the channel usage of CR networks.
Based on this queuing model, they characterize the spectrum utilization behavior of each
channel with different arrival rates and service time distributions of PUs and SUs. The
research investigates the effects of spectrum hand-off delay on the extended data delivery
time of the SU connections.
A significant volume of research took the approach of categorizing users into K priority
classes. In that case, the highest priority class C1 is always reserved for the PUs in each
channel and SUs occupy the rest of K−1 priority classes (C2 , C3 ,, Ck ) [9] [27]. In [9], an
M/G/1 model is adopted and each SU maintains several physical (or logical) queues for the
various frequency channels. The channel selection decisions are based on priority queuing
analysis that considers the dynamic channel conditions, traffic characteristics, and the
competitors’ behavior. Hence, the SUs could efficiently adapt their channel selection
strategies. In [27], they also model the traffic as an M/G/1 preemptive priority queue with
channel conditions and one PU and multiple SUs competing for the same frequency channels.
Vacating the channels for the PU traffic, SUs would sense the remained channels and time
slots (spectrum holes) according to a simple First-Come-First-Serve (FCFS) rule. Moreover,
they place the emphasis on the delay and throughput of the SU traffic instead of stability.
An M/M/1 time-varying queuing model is introduced to generate an accurate temporal
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and frequency characterization of CR networks in [28]. In this case, the single server is
assumed to be a centralized BS and spectrum occupancy and availability for SU connections
is based on a statistical model. In [29], the authors design a model that PUs occupy many
licensed channels with one channel allocated for SU traffic. The SU traffic subsystem is
modeled as an M/M/1 queue with a processor sharing (PS) policy. Meanwhile, the SUs would
sense the PU licensed channels in order to find a free channel for transmission. As a result,
the traffic of PU license channels could be modeled using an M/M/K/K queue. PU traffic in
three different levels of priority compared to SU connections (perfect, partial and no priority)
has been analyzed in [6], where an M/M/N/N queuing system is utilized to analyze PU and
SU traffic of arrival process and service rates.
In [7], the preemptive priority queuing model is designed to analyze the SU traffic of CR
system. The distributed non-real-time SU traffic enters a queue buffer in First-In First-Out
(FIFO) manner when the server is busy with PU or earlier SU connections. In non-real-time
situation, SU traffic are allowed to be buffered in queues. Meanwhile, if there is no server
available, the real-time SU traffic are immediately discarded. They show the simulation
results regarding system dwelling time for non-real-time SU connections and blocking
probability and forced termination probability for real-time SU traffic under different SU
arrival rates.
3. System Model
Hereafter, a single cell wireless network is considered where Adaptive Modulation and
Coding (AMC) are supported. To this end we denote with {M R1 , M R2 ,, M RN } the set of
available modulation and coding schemes which can be selected in essence according to the
distance between the wireless device and the BS. In that respect, the cell can be envisioned as
being separated into n concentric rings of radii Ri , i  1,2,, N as shown in Fig. 1. In this
case, each circular region with distance Ri to the BS corresponds to a different constellation
size and coding scheme.

SU

64QAM-3/4

PU

PU

64QAM-2/3
PU

16QAM-3/4
16QAM-1/2
QPSK-3/4
QPSK-1/2

Figure 1. Graphical representation of a cell decomposed into six concentric rings corresponding to different
transmission rates
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Let r denote the coding rate, and rBS be the (Euclidean) distance between the mobile
node and the serving BS. The spectral efficiency (bits/s/Hz) is given by [30]:
IEC (rBS )  r  log 2 (M rBS )bit / s / Hz

(1)

Concerning the energy consumption in message transmission, we identify the following
main sources: (1) the electronic circuit at the nodes of SU; (2) the energy dissipated to
transmit the message; and (3) the energy consumed to receive corresponding messages. The
energy consumption regarding SU wireless message transmission can be formulated as in
[31], shown in the equation below where ed represent the energy consumption of the
op-amp and B represents the data transmission rate.

f (rBS )  (erx  etx  ed  rBS
) B 

2

(erx  etx  elos  rBS )  B 

4

(erx  etx  emp  rBS )  B 

(2)
if

rBS  rths

if

rBS  rths

(3)

where elos denotes the one bit energy consumption with the free space (line-of-sight)
propagation losses (the distance to the BS rBS  rths ) and emp is the energy consumed per bit
in transmission in the longer-distance case that the signal is attenuated by multi-path fading
(Two-ray Reflection). Let Plos and Pmp denote the transmitted signal powers in these two
cases respectively, we obtain

Prx (4 ) 2 2
Plos  2
r
wl Gtx Grx BS
Pmp 

(4)

Prx
 rBS4
(htx hrx ) 2 Gtx Grx

(5)

where wl is the wavelength, htx / hrx is the transmit/receive antenna height, and Gtx / Grx is
the transmitter/receiver antenna gain. Therefore, the energy consumption for transmission is
given by:
 k m

f (rBS , t )  (erx  etx ) F   Plos (or
t  k

Pmp )  t

(6)

where  k m is the time slot that finish the message transmission
Let  { k , k 1 , k 2 ,, k m } denote the time units for message transmission in one
circular region, where  k is the time unit to launch the message transmission, and  k  m is
the time unit that complete the transmission. In each time unit, one message block will be
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transmitted to the serving BS. Consequently, the length of time units in each ring should be
different due to the different throughput achieved in each of the different circular areas of the
cell.
Within cognitive radio (CR) networks, the SU transmission is trying to explore white
space of wireless spectrum while at the same time avoiding interfering with the PU traffic.
For the purpose of avoiding PU transmission, as a SU, the fundamental assumption is that
wireless nodes in vehicles use spectrum sensing or query the database which maintains
information about the available channels for the details of the local radio environment.
3.1 Optimal Transmission Time of SUs
In the proposed model as detailed hereafter we assume that wireless nodes gather PU
traffic information from a historical database in order to predict over a short-term the traffic
pattern of PUs. In the database server, there are two types of information about primary
channels. One is the 24-hours traffic characteristics of different channels in several months
[3], the other is the noise power level in different channels that updated by SU devices
constantly. Based on the above framework, a SU has to send a query to database server for
the available channel to transmit. According to the available channel information at the same
time slots in previous days and long-term statistics regarding channel availabilities, the
database server will certificate the noise power levels by comparing to a threshold. Then the
best candidate channels for the inquired SU will be determined.
As there is significant previous research regarding the prediction of PU connections
arrival rate and holding times, we aim to utilize such results and design an algorithm for SU
connections according to the periodicity of PU traffic pattern. In this scenario, we consider
the time horizon for the estimation to be relatively long term (such as for example in terms of
hours) instead of short term (fraction of a second), that is, the prediction of PU traffic is
stable and unchangeable in a relative long-term time. Therefore, under the assumption of the
probability-based channel selection scheme [20], the SU will select its operating channel
from all of the M candidate channels to achieve some form of load-balancing based on the
stochastic traffic prediction, such as the arrival rates and service times. Applying the
Probability-based Scheme theory [20], the average system time S is given by,
E[S ]  E[W ]  E[T ]

(7)

where W denotes the waiting (queuing) time and T presents the extended data transmission
time. Then, let X p(k ) and X s(k ) be the extended service time of PU and SU respectively due
to the missed detection and false alarm probabilities. (kp ) and s are the average arrival
)
rates of the PU connections at channel k and the SU connections.  (k
and  s(k ) are the
p
busy probabilities resulting from the PU and SU connections at channel k.
K

E[T ]   p (pbk )
k 1

~
E[ X s( k ) ]
1   (pk )
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E[W ]   p
k 1

1
(k ) 2
pb

~

~

(pk ) E[( X p( k ) ) 2 ]  12 p (pk ) s E[( X s( k ) ) 2 ]
(1   (pk ) )(1   (pk )   s( k ) )

~

 (pk )  (pk ) E[ X p( k ) ]

(9)

(10)

~

 s( k )  (sk ) E[ X s( k ) ]

(11)

where the vector p pb  ( p (1) , p ( 2) , , p ( k ) ,  p ( K ) ) presents the set of distribution
probabilities of candidate channels. We utilize a probability-based scheme to find the optimal
probability vector p pb in order to balance the PU and SU traffic load among multiple
channels with the constraint that p (1)  p ( 2)    p ( K )  1 . Moreover, this optimal p pb
vector can maximize the transmission time in each time slot in order to accommodate more
SU traffic. On the basis of this optimal vector, the SUs could directly access the preselected
channel by estimating the PU traffic characteristics from historical stored data.
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From Fig. 2, we can observe that when the SU traffic is relatively light, i.e., the arrival
rate being 0.01, the SU traffic prefers to select channel 1 as their transmission frequency
channel which has the lightest PU traffic. However, when the SU arrival rate becomes higher
as the arrival rate is 1, all of the channels seem to be identical for the SU traffic, and the SU
connections don’t have any priority over the candidate channels for message transmission. In
our model, it is assumed that the average arrival rates of the SU connections are under a
threshold which restricts the SU traffic for better QoS service.

0.1
0.1

0.3

0.5

0.8

1

Average Arrival Rate of the SU Connections  s
Figure 2. SU traffic pattern with different average arrival rates

Recall that the cell has been separated into N concentric rings as shown graphically in
Fig. 1. When a SU message needs to be transmitted, firstly, it will be placed into a specialized
queue for corresponding ring. Secondly, the system of queue is sensing for the available
39
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vacant frequency channels that which the PU connections do not occupy and tries to
distribute the message from SU queue into the candidate channels. We assume without loss of
generality that all SU messages have the same data length. As a result, the SU connections in
all of the frequency channels are assumed to have the same service time. From the above
discussion, it is possible to estimate the optimal time duration for SU traffic in a specific time
slot. Then the problem can be simplified into a situation that only SU messages compete for
all of the frequency channels, i.e., without competing with the PU connections. Under the
above defined framework, the central focus in the sequel is to calculate the number of SU that
can be accepted in the different co-eccentric rings in the network under the constraints of
service delay elasticity and the blocking probability.
3.2 Optimal Number of SUs
In this section, we turn our focus on the SU message competition without competing PU
connections. Fig. 3 gives an example of the physical queues for the case of K frequency
channels and N concentric rings with different modulation and coding schemes. When the
traffic of the SUs needs to be transmitted in the system, it can be inputted to the queue for the
SU connections. This proposed channel selection model could approximate the virtual SU
message queue using an M/M/K/L queuing system. If the number of SUs is large, the input
traffic of the virtual queue can be modeled as a Poisson process, where K is the number of
servers and L is the finite number of waiting positions for each queue.
M/M/K/L Queuing System



(1)
s

PU

C12
Queue with L places



C11

C1K

C22
L

PU

C NK

PU

PU

PU
PU

PU

PU

CN2
L

PU

PU

C2K

CN1

(N)s

PU

PU

C21
(2)
s

PU
PU

PU

PU

PU

PU

Figure 3. Access for SUs modelled an M/M/K/L queuing system

Let (is ) denote the average number of the SUs per unit time in ith concentric ring of
radii Ri and L denote the number of unit time as a kind of queue length. Therefore, each
queue of this system, namely each ring, can accommodate (si ) L number of the SUs. Given
the set of candidate channels   {1,2,, K} and the set of concentric rings   {1,2,, N} ,
we denote C ij to be the capability of the SUs in ring i   within the channel j   and
have
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Cij  IEC (rBS )

B
(bit/s)
KN

(12)

where F is the size of SU message and B represents the bandwidth available at the BS. Let
 ij represent the service rate of SU connections using the frequency channel j in ith ring, we
have,

 ij 

Cij

(13)

F

Let  i denote the occupation rate (offered traffic load), we have

(si )
F  (si )
i 

K  ij K  Cij

(14)

Assume that pm is the probability that there are m SU message in the system and pthres is
the blocked traffic rate threshold, therefore we have

  im
 p0

pm   m!m
  i (  i ) m  K  p0
 K! K

mK
(15)

K m LK
(i )
s

subject to:
(si ) L  K

p
m 0

m

1

(16)

p( ( i ) L K )  pthres

(17)

s

Note that the constraint of (17) depicts that the blocking rate of SU connections in the virtual
queue should be lower than the predetermined threshold pthres .

4. Numerical Investigation
Table 1.System Parameters.
Symbol

Definition

Value

Ptx

Received power threshold

-52 dBm

va

Vehicle average speed

8 m/s

BW

Bandwidth

10 MHz

etx

Transmitter electronics consumption

50×10-9J/bit

erx

Receiver electronics consumption

50×10-9J/bit
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The related parameters used in general scenarios where a vehicle is moving towards the
BS are summarized in Table 1 and we use the model in [32] to calculate the energy
consumption of RF module and electronic circuits. The results of energy consumption were
obtained via MATLAB based simulation by focusing on the uplink throughput to serving BS
and it is assumed that the radius of the cellular BS to be 1000 meters.
We provide an example of optimal allocation of the PU connections and the blocking rate
probabilities of SU connections in Table 2. For simplicity, we assume the channel number K
= 4. Note that in Table 2, the arrival rate and service time of the PU connections in all of the
K channels are not identical. In addition, as shown in the results of optimal distribution
probability vector for SU transmission, we can see that increased probabilities of SU
connections are allocated to the channels whose traffic load is expected to be less. As a result,
the wireless node on the vehicle would always try to select the optimal channel for data
transmission and avoid the interruption on the PU transmission. Based on the above
discussion, the optimal distribution probability vector for transmission time of vehicle popt
is (0.2968, 0.2518, 0.2465, 0.2050).
Table 2.Parameters of PU Traffic.
Num of

Probability of SU traffic

Arrival rate (  p )

Service time ( E[ X p ] )

1

0.01

0.5

0.2968

2

0.01

0.75

0.2518

3

0.02

0.5

0.2465

4

0.02

0.625

0.2050

Channel

(Popt)

Recall that the SUs must monitor all frequency channels to sense the arrival of PU
connections. In this model, we assume that the PU traffic load is stable within a short time
duration. Therefore, from now on, we use queuing system modeling to analyze the traffic of
SU connections without consideration of PU connections. The SU virtual queue senses the
frequency channel in an increasing order, from 1th to the Mth channel. When initiating a
message transmission, the queues first check the availability of frequency channel 1. If all of
the frequency channels are unavailable, the transmission is blocked. Here, for the SU virtual
queue, the availability of one frequency channel means that the channel is not occupied by
the PU connections.
Table 3 presents the simulation parameters and results with a blocking traffic threshold
pthres = 0.10 for the SU queue. It can be clearly seen from the results that when the mobile
nodes are moving towards the service BS, the length of time units in each ring becomes less
owing to the increasing capability of rings in terms of transmission rate. Moreover, with the
decreasing distance between wireless nodes and the BS, the ring could accommodate a larger
number of SU messages, that is, the SU virtual queue could accommodate a larger number of
SUs simultaneously.
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Table 3.Simulation Results (pthres=0.10).
Num of

Num of
Max

s

Packet length F

Blocking

(Mbits)

Probability

Ring

time unit

1

42

7

1

0.0490

2

23

11

1

0.0909

3

84

14

1

0.0477

4

77

22

1

0.0909

5

167

29

1

0.0805

6

188

33

1

0.0909

total

581

116

1

N/A

optimal

188

199

1

0.0955

In this model, we assume that there are two situation for a comparison in order to show
the benefit of energy consumption: 1) the bandwidth of the service BS is divided into six
equal parts, and each ring could only use one part for transmission; 2) the bandwidth is
occupied exclusively by the last ring which is closest to the service BS. For instance, in the
7th line of table 3, the SUs buffer all the message and move into the area of the ring which is
closest to the service BS. In this case, the SUs in the last ring occupy all of the bandwidth for
message transmission, that the capacity and throughput will be the maximum possible since
this ring can support the higher constellation. From Fig. 4 we can observe that, if the message
carried by the SUs is highly delay-tolerant, when the SUs transmit message in the closest ring
of the BS, the throughput could be significantly improved.
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Figure 4. Mean throughput of the SUs vs. different blocking probability threshold

Concerning the energy consumption, Fig. 5 presents three different cases of energy cost
focusing on one SU to be served. Firstly, when the wireless node is moving towards the BS,
we compute the energy consumption in all the six rings of the BS. A second case shown is the
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situation when the SU buffers the message to be transmitted to the BS and moves into the last
ring for data transmission, which the SU occupies all of the bandwidth of the BS. Lastly, and
based on the second case, the proposed scheme is depicted where the SU has moved into the
last ring of the BS, as the bandwidth increasing, the SU queuing system can accommodate an
increased number of SU messages under a threshold of blocking traffic rate, which brings all
the capabilities into full play. Here, we must emphasize that in the situation of the first and
third case, the queuing system works under an identical blocking probability threshold to
restrict the message number in the queue. As a result, intuitively speaking, the optimal one
(the third case) has the potential of increasing the energy efficiency due to the fact that it can
process a higher number of SU message simultaneously; thus spending less time to transmit
the message comparing to the sub-optimal one (considering messages of the same size). From
Fig. 5, it is shown that, as the threshold of blocking traffic probability is set to be 10%, the
optimal schemes only dissipate approximately 2/5 energy (Joule) with equal amounts of
message transmission. It is noteworthy that, the energy cost of optimal schemes fluctuates
narrowly among these three schemes under different blocking probability thresholds. The
reason is that the optimal schemes provide the highest data throughput and accommodate
largest number of SU messages, which leads to the shortest time duration for wireless
transmission and circuit cost.

Figure 5. Energy consumption of transmission in different blocking probability thresholds for one SU

It is assumed that the length of each message is identical. Due to the different throughput
of wireless transmission in different rings of area, the length of time units that the wireless
nodes could send one message to BS should be different as shown in Fig. 6. Meanwhile, with
the monotonically increasing values of blocking probability threshold, the number of SU
message that can be accommodated in the queuing systems will rise in varying degrees.
Compared to the first two cases, the optimal schemes can accommodate significantly more
messages in the queuing systems simultaneously as shown in Fig. 7.
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Figure 6. The length of time unit in different rings

Figure 7. The max value of _s in different rings under different blocking probability thresholds

Additionally, the scenario investigated above can be extended for the case where there
are multiple SUs transmitting messages simultaneously. For illustration purposes, we set a
blocking traffic threshold pthres = 0.10 for the SU queues in this simulation as well. As
presented in Fig. 8, the trends of three curves are almost the same as before and the proposed
scheme outperforms the other schemes.
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Figure 8. Energy consumption of transmission with increasing SU number

4. Final Remarks and Conclusions
In this paper, a scheme is proposed for delay-tolerant Internet applications in CR
networks with the central aim of reducing the energy consumption; and as a result to prolong
the recharging periods of terminals. Considering the stochastic distribution of the PU arrival
rate and time duration in primary channels, the SUs has to query a trusted database for
historical information in order to select candidate channel for message transmission. With the
aid of the estimated available probability concerning location and time duration, the SU
traffic can access the primary channels more efficiently and increase the channel utilization.
Furthermore, we took the M/M/K/L queue to derive the average number of simultaneous SU
message and corresponding blocking probabilities for different situations. When
non-real-time applications are buffered in the SU systems, our optimal schemes have an
inclination to delay the message transmission to the area with higher throughput, i.e., closer
to the BS. Our analysis and numerical results reveal that the proposed optimal message
transmission schemes can accommodate significantly more messages in the queue
simultaneously under the same blocking threshold. Also, due to the highest data throughput
of the proposed schemes, the overall energy cost of message transmission can also be
significantly decreased. Finally, when the scenario is extended to multiple SUs cases, the
proposed scheme still outperforms the other schemes. In the future, once the details of
database regarding PU traffic is available for practical use, we plan to study in a more
detailed manner the technique that uses the available gaps in radio spectrum, (the
so-called ’white spaces’), which exist in the bands that have been reserved for analog TV
broadcasting.
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